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Figure 1: A 500 kilowatt ddata center show
wing 96 racks (8 rows, 12 racks per row) w
with temperaturre sensors to m
monitor the
thermal statee that allow the user to correlaate and take actiion for disparatte alarms. Each rack contains 5 inlet/outlet temperature
sensors, thuss monitoring larrge volumes of separate temperatures every m
minute over 24 hhours in real-tim
me. Each rack pproduces a
pair of Radiial Pixel Visualizations (RPV
Vs) for their inllet and outlet ssensors with coolor indicating temperature vaalues. The
temperaturess can be checkedd against a userr defined threshhold and usuallyy the temperaturres are in an asccending sequencce, that is,
T1<T2<T3<T
T4<T5, where T1
T is closest to the floor. Each minute of tempperature measurrements is repreesented by a collored pixel
cell. Color ddepicts temperatture using the standard data ceenter color map ranging from low
l
(purple, bluue) to medium (green) to
high (red). B
By correlating thhermal alarms aand their physiccal locations annd by looking att temperature patterns in the reecent past,
administratorrs are able to quuickly identify pproblems (e.g., Rack F7 (on toop left) has an oout of sequence sensor: T3>T44) and find
the root causes of those alarm
ms.

ABSTRAC
CT
Cyber physsical systems (CPS),
(
such aas smart buildiings and data centers, are rrichly instrumeented systemss composed off
tightly couppled computaational and phhysical elemennts that generrate large amoounts of data.. To explore CPS data andd
obtain actioonable insightts, we presentt a new approoach called R
Radial Pixel V
Visualization (R
RPV); which uses multiplee
concentric rrings to show the data in a compact
c
circullar layout of ppixel cells, eacch ring containning the valuess for a specificc
variable oveer time and eaach pixel cell rrepresenting aan individual data
d value at a specific time. RPV providees an effectivee
visual repreesentation of locality and periodicity off the high voolume, multivaariate data strreams. RPVs may have ann
additional aanalysis ring for highlightiing the resultts of correlatioon analysis oor peak point detection. O
Our real-worldd
applicationss demonstratee the effectiveeness of this aapproach. Thee application examples
e
show
w how RPV can help CPS
S
administratoors to identify
fy periodic theermal hot spoots, find root--causes of thee cooling probblems, undersstand buildingg
energy conssumption, andd optimize IT-sservices worklloads.
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1.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Cyber physical systems (CPS) [1, 2, 3] are systems that are characterized by a tight coupling between computational and
physical infrastructures. Examples of such systems include smart buildings, data centers, smart electric grids, etc. Figure
1 shows a spatio-temporal data center layout of 96 racks with their inlet/outlet sensor temperatures measured every
minute over 24 hours. Each rack has a pair of RPVs with their colors indicating the temperature values, thus allowing
the user to correlate disparate alarms. Data center administrators are interested in exploiting this data in real-time to
identify thermal problems, infer their root causes, determine under- or over-utilized resources, etc. Relevant questions
include: Are temperature alarms that originate from different servers related? Are the alarms from servers in close
physical proximity caused by the same underlying causes? What are the relationships between heterogeneous variables,
such as the ambient temperature in a rack, CPU temperatures, and server utilizations? What periodic patterns occurred in
the last few days? What are the causes of the alarms and how can the administrator take immediate action?
The above information discovered in the CPS data streams can be used to identify correlations, patterns, and failure
conditions. The information can also be used to validate the current operational state and provide better overall
management. In general, the basic requirements in visual analytics of CPS data streams are locality, compactness, and
the ability to identify periodic patterns, correlations, and anomalies from multiple large time series.

1. 2 Related Work
To visualize CPS data streams (e.g., data center, IT-Services, traffic, etc.), there are several different advanced time
series visualizations listed in recent survey papers [5, 6, 7]:

Cartesian Time Series Visualizations
Cartesian visualization techniques such as TimeSeries Bitmaps [8] or Recursive Patterns [9] have shown their ability to
visualize large time series, but may fail to provide useful results for multiple periodic time series. The density display in
[21, 22] places large volumes of data stream values in a spreadsheet-like row and column layout for discovering patterns
and detecting alarms. Erbacher et al. [12] developed an environmental visualization for analyzing network traffic data to
prevent the critical attacks. Andrienko et al. [25] support detection of events using statistical event detection methods
and Schneiderman’s Time Searcher [13, 14, 15] suggests three interactive visual exploration techniques for analyzing
large multivariate time-series (>10,000 data points) by showing up to ten simultaneous plots on the same screen. In [10],
the authors discuss visualizing sets of non-equally spaced time series arising, e.g., from auction bids. Different from the
above work, RPV displays the data streams with their physical locations and high resolution time series in a single view
as shown in Figures 1 and 5.
Radial Time Series Visualizations
Radial visualizations play an important role in visualizing periodic data streams. From a survey paper [7], there are a
number of radial visualizations used to visualize changes in large time-related multidimensional data sets, such as Circle
View [16] and Circle Segments [17]. Further, radial hierarchical frequent pattern visualization has been used in market
basket and web click stream analyses [11]. Stasko [18] enhanced the radical space hierarchy visualization with advanced
focus-context techniques and a negation technique. An interesting technique in radial visualization is the spiral
arrangement [19] to visualize time series data. Afterwards, Tominski et al. [20] enhanced the spirals with two-tone
pseudo coloring. The spiral technique is an efficient and effective technique to visualize single variable data. However, it
is difficult to visualize the relationships between multiple variables having different scales. A comparison of three radial
visualization techniques for multivariate time series data is shown in Table 1.
All these prior techniques are able to visualize multiple time series and help to discover periodic patterns, but none of
them tightly integrates correlation and peak point detection analyses, as well as semantic zoom and drilldown to detailed
information.
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Multi Spiralss - reference [19]]:

Circle View - rreference [16]:

Radial Pixel Vissualization - This Paper:

Shows tw
wo time series by rendering
intertwined S
Spiral Graphs. Each spiral
represents onne time series. C
Color encodes
different tim
me series, e.gg., Microsoft
(yellow) and Sun Microsystem
ms (red).

Shows a siix attribute time series which
is arranged in each segm
ment. Color
represents thee aggregated vaalue of each
attributes. Eaach segment nneeds to be
compared withh the correspondiing time slots
of the neighbboring segmentts to detect
correlations.

Shows a fivve attribute time series. Each
time series is aarranged in one single ring
using high resolution pixel celll-based time
series. All timee intervals (pixeel cells) are
aligned across ddifferent time seeries. Color
represents the vvalue of an attrributes at a
specific time intterval.

- Each spiral rrepresents one tiime series.

- Each segmennt represents one time series.

- Each ring represents one time sseries.

- 4 to 8 spiralss can be combined in a single
graph using color coding.

- Can have manny attributes perr circle view.

- Can have manyy attributes per rradial pixel
visualization.

- To detect peeriodic patterns rrequires
knowing the cycle
c
length for pproper
alignment.

- To detect corrrelations requirees placing
related segmennts close to each other.

- Able to detect periodic patterns (Figure 3)
and correlationss since the rings aare time
aligned.
(Further contribbutions are descrribed in
Section 1.3)

Tablee 1: A comparrison of three radial
r
visualizzations for mulltivariate timee series data

1.3 Our Approach
A
a
and
Contrib
butions
To leveragee the prior woork and to meeet CPS challennges, we introoduce a new aapproach of pixel cell-basedd Radial Pixel
Visualizatioon (RPV) withh the followingg unique featuures:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Thhe integration oof pixel cells with
w radial vissualization
RP
PV uses multiiple concentric rings to reppresent high resolution
r
mulltivariate timee series. Eachh measurementt
vallue is shown iin a colored piixel cell. All pixel cells in thhe RPV are accessible to thee users for drillldown.
Periodic pattern discovery
which allows tthe easy detecction of perioddic pattern. Inn
Thhe pixel cells are aligned by time in diffferent rings w
adddition, the pixxels are contiinuously placeed in a ring oover time (e.gg., 24 hours). RPV is able to show dataa
strreams with cyccles without a split as in Carrtesian visualiizations.
Muultivariate corrrelation/peakss encoding
Too show the ressults of correlaation analysiss and peak poiint detection, we define an additional rinng to show thee
anaalytic results. From the brrightness of thhe analysis rinng, analysts ccan detect thee degree of coorrelation andd
deppendency pattterns. To prevvent exceedinng system capability, peaks can also be identified witth the analysiss
rinng, leading thee analyst to foccus on importaant and potenttially dangerouus events.
Phhysical infrastrructure and loccation analysiss
Too allow analysts to correlaate the spatiall relationshipss of different cyber data sstreams with their physical
inffrastructures, R
RPV uses x-yy coordinates to relate the measurementt data with thheir physical llocations, e.g.,
lonngitude and laatitude.
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Ussing multiple RPVs, we can construct a real-time ddashboard andd combine it with advanced interactionn
tecchniques (e.g.., semantic zooom and paraameter control) to incorporrate human ddomain knowlledge into thee
proocess of solvinng problems.

2. RA DIAL PIXE
EL VISUA LIZATION
N (RPV)
Radial pixeel visualizationn (RPV) is a temporally-alligned high reesolution pixeel time series graph for vissualizing largee
volumes off data. RPV haas two types of rings (dataa ring and anaalysis ring) annd three differrent usages (siingle variable,
multiple varriables, and sppatio-temporall layouts).
Data Ringss
As illustratted in Figuree
2, the ringg constructionn
has two paarameters thatt
define the size of thee
m
RPV: thee minimum
radius (minnRadius), thee
size of thhe first innerr
data ringg, and thee
maximum
radiuss
(maxRadiuss), the size off
the outermoost data ring..
The consttruction thenn
divides the 360° of a ringg
into a numbber of sectorss
according tto the numberr
of time iintervals perr
period. Eaach sector iss
enclosed by two sectorr
Figgure 2: Radial P
Pixel Visualizatiion (RPV) Consstruction
lines that start from a
minRadius (R
Radius 1) from
m the center, annd end at a disstance of maxxRadius (Radiuus 2) from thee
point with a distance of m
center. Thee pixel cell wiidth (w) is eqqually distribuuted over eachh ring. Thereffore, the sectoor lines are suubdivided intoo
nrOfRings (number
(
of rinngs). The pixeel cells are connstructed by coonnecting the correspondingg parts of eachh sector line too
form a pixel cell.
Analysis R
Ring (e.g., coorrelations, ppeaks)
In order to help users to qquickly identiify the importaant informatioon in large datta streams, wee use an analyssis ring on thee
outside of thhe data rings tto highlight arreas with a siggnificant correllation betweenn variables and/or interestinng peak points.
This uniquee feature did not exist in prior
p
radial visualizations aand is critical for CPS appllications requiring anomalyy
detection annd capacity plaanning. Detaills are describeed in sections 3.1
3 and 3.2.

2.1 Singlee Variable Rings
In a single variable RPV
V, each time peeriod (one dayy, or week, orr month, etc.) is assigned too a correspondding ring. Thiss
p
of a single variablle. The ring aalignment (froom the inner to the outer))
layout typiccally shows sseveral time periods
represents tthe time sequeence. Each tim
me period in a high resolutioon data stream
m is visualizedd to make periiodic behaviorr
perceivable.
RPV over multiple time periiods (from 6/66
Figurre 3 illustrates a single variaable (power coonsumption inn a building) R
to 6/8). As expected, eacch day shares a similar patttern: low conssumption durinng the night aand increasingg consumptionn
during the dday with high values from nnoon to 6 pm. Note that 6/7 shows an areea with high peeak points (red, e.g., 960.322
KW) from 3 pm - 6 pm. The administrrators need too investigate thhe source of thhis incident too determine thhe likely causee
and whether it is related tto a problem. IIn addition, knnowing the peeriodic patterns of the daily ppower consum
mption enabless
mption.
administratoors to predict future consum
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Figure 3: Sinngle variable RP
PV with 3 one-dday
data rings (6/66-6/8)

Figuure 4: Multiple variable RPV w
with 5 one-day
data rings ((T1, T2, T3, T44, and T5)

Figure 5: A 40 spatio-teemporal RPVs in a data center in real-time
(x-axxis: aisle, y-axiss: row, color: teemperature (eachh pair of rings rrepresents a pairr of in/out sensoor (T1-T5) timee series)
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2.2 Multiiple Variab
ble Rings
The multi-vvariable RPV is used to anaalyze the relattionships betw
ween multiple heterogeneouus variables. Figure 4 is ann
example off temperaturess from five daata center senssors comparedd over the sam
me day’s timee periods. Tw
wo patterns aree
visible. Thee first occurreed at 1:56 pm
m and involved variables T
T1, T2, T3, T
T4, and T5 w
with correlated sensor highh
temperaturees (red, yellow
w, and green)); the second occurred at 55:50 pm and involved the same set of vvariables withh
correlated ssensor medium
m temperaturees (green and yellow).
y
The first
f
pattern laasts about twicce long as thee second. Withh
this informaation, adminisstrators are ablle to look into the root-causees of the high temperature periods.
p

2.3 Spatioo-Temporaal Layout
The spatio--temporal RPV
V layout allows an overviiew of a largee number of data streams. Figure 5 shoows 40 RPVss
visualizing multiple rackk temperaturess in a data cennter. Each RPV
V uses the ouutput of five different
d
therm
mal sensors. Inn
total, theree are 200 daata streams, containing innteresting pattterns. The aanalyst can easily
e
identifyy problematicc
measuremennts in a system
m. For examplle, the hot tem
mperature sensoors are easily visible
v
by theiir red colors.
By annalyzing the spatial contexxt in this oveerview, the aanalyst can bbuild a hypothhesis based oon the spatiall
proximities and identify critical areas. Furthermore, spatio-tempooral RPVs enaable administraators to spot ppatterns acrosss
different loccations and atttributes and alllow the identiification of intteresting inciddents in real-tim
me.

3. VISU
UAL EXPO
ORATION
3.1 Corrrelation Dettection
In this application, we coompute the average of all paair-wise correelation-results shown by brigghtness in thee analysis ring.
One way too quickly idenntifying potenttial root causees is to find innterdependenccies. Correlatioon detection iis a method too
analyze the potential roott-causes of a pproblem. In thhe early analyssis, the sign off the correlatioon (positive/negative) is nott
as essential as the strengtth of the correelation. The poositive or neggative correlatiion will be annalyzed when the
t user wantss
T capability of highlightiing the correllation strengthh
to do furthher analysis onn the cause-eeffect betweenn variables. The
guides the user to focuss on interestinng time intervvals. We enabble the user too find correlaations betweenn variables byy
showing theem in the analysis ring (greyy scale) in Figgure 6.
First, we calculatte the Pearrson correlattion
c
foor a
coefficient to calculate thhe pair-wise correlations
pair of the correspondingg time slices. However, iff the
b
variabless remain consstant over a ttime
values of both
interval, thhe Pearson coefficient
c
wiill be undefiined
(division byy zero); in this case, we sett their correlattion
coefficient to 0 in equatiion 3. The avverage of all ppairwise correlaation-results is used to brigghten the analyysis
ring. Negaative and ppositive correelations do not
compensatee each otherr, because equation
e
3 oonly
considers aabsolute valuees. Thus, the bbrightness of the
analysis rinng identifies the degree oof the correlattion
between vaariables. Timee intervals witthout correlatiions
are faded oout to reduce visual clutterr (i.e., black: not
correlated; w
white: highly correlated as in
i Figure 6).

F
Figure 6: Daily Thermal State Analysis Usingg Analysis Ringg
(4 rinngs show: Seerver Utilizatioon, CPU Tem
mperature, Am
mbient
Tempeerature, and annalysis ring onn correlation). Two extendedd high
correlaation areas are shhown around 3 am and 1 pm.
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To illusttrate the usagee of the analyysis ring on coorrelation, the data center addministrator caan analyze thee relationshipss
between heeterogeneous variables, suuch as Serverr Utilization, CPU Tempeerature, and Ambient Tem
mperature. Ass
illustrated iin Figure 6, C
CPU temperattures are highh in two diffe
ferent time inttervals (arounnd 3 am and 1 pm). Whenn
observing only
o
the CPU temperature ring,
r
the root cause of the high temperatture would rem
main unclear. By plottingg
both the am
mbient temperrature and seerver utilizatioon in Figure 66, it becomess evident thatt the first inccrease in CPU
U
temperaturees at 3 am is rrelated to a peeriod of high ambient
a
temperature while the second inncrease at 1 pm
m is related too
high serverr utilization. With this knnowledge, the data centerr administratoors are able to manage ttheir resourcee
consumptioon more effectiively.

3.2 Autoomatic Peak
k Detection
n and Labelling
For thermaal state analyysis, peak pooints also havve a high leevel of
significancee. Peaks in tem
mperatures may,
m
for exampple, reduce haardware
reliability. W
We can use thhe analysis rinng to show thee significant peaks in
the correspoonding time inntervals instead of showing correlations.
The autoomatic peak aarea detection algorithm is bbased on a varriant of
the Douglaas Peucker alggorithm equattion that onlyy considers abbsolute
values [23].. The data strream is first reeduced to a nuumber of peakk points
as shown inn Figure 7 (A
A) and (B). E
Each of the peeak points higgher or
lower than a given threshhold in Figuree 7 (C) is enccoded in the aanalysis
ring. To ennhance the viisibility of thee discrete peaak points, wee use a
Gaussian kernel
k
to brigghten the anaalysis ring att the correspponding
position. Thhe Gaussian ccurves will ovverlap and incrrease if two oor more
peaks from
m the same or different ringgs are close tto each other, which
enables users to easily deetect the high ddensity peak aareas.
Figure 8 illustrates the three moost significannt peak pointts (i.e.,
85.88% in sserver utilizattion, 63.17O C in CPU tempperature, 18.144O C in
Ambient tem
mperature in the
t data rings)). These peakss were automaatically
labeled at the time thaat the peaks (exceed maxximum values, red)
D
thhese peaks durring CPS operration is essenntial for
occurred. Discovering
administratoors to m
manage theiir resource
consumptioon and for capaacity planningg; e.g., before
new equippment can bee added at a particular
location in a data center, the administrrator needs to
make sure that the peak and cooling requirements
can be met. Using the hhighlighting frrom the peak
point detecttion analysis rring enables addministrators
to quickly focus
f
on the peeak resource. From Figure
8, administtrators are abble to comparre the peaks
with the noormal temperaature readings (35O C) and
server utilizzation (80%) to make a deecision about
whether or not to add aadditional com
mputer power
and/or cooliing resources.

Figure 7: Auutomated peak ppoints detectionn

Figurre 8: Encode aautomatic peakk detection in tthe analysis riing.
The brightness indicates ssignificant peaak point areas
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3.3 Semaantic Zoom
m and Drilld
down
Besides chaanging the sizee of radial pixxel visualizatioon and controllling the param
meters for calcculating the coorrelations andd
peak pointss, the user is able to perform a semantiic zoom of a problem senssor (red) as shhown in Figuure 9 (A). Thee
zoomed RP
PV can be dispplayed at a higgher resolutionn (the color map
m is rescaledd) to identify hhigh temperattures (red) andd
peaks as shhown in the brright area of thhe analysis rinng in Figure 9 (B). A tooltipp displays dettailed informaation (locationn,
attribute nam
me, value, andd time stamp) of the selected data point. IIn addition, the correspondinng RPV can bbe displayed ass
line charts iin Figure 9 (C) with more acccurate detailss before smootthing.

Figure 9: Interractive semanticc zooming and ddrilldown to dettailed informatioon
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4. USE CA
ASES
4.1 IT W orkload Op
ptimization
n
Figure 10 shows attribuutes pertainingg to IT workkload and coooling power iin a data cennter over a 244-hour periodd.
Administrattors are able tto use RPV too visualize thee power consuumption differrences and resschedule the nnon-critical IT
T
workload too use the phootovoltaic (solar) output inn the daytime. Before optim
mization, the non-critical w
workload wass
spread throoughout the dday in Figure 10 (A); afterr optimizationn, it is conceentrated duringg the period of PV powerr
generation (solar supplyy) as shown in
i Figure 10 (B). The vissualization confirms the beenefits of resscheduling thee
wer consumptioon [24].
workload annd reducing thhe overall dailyy cooling pow

Figure 100: Use RPV to visually validatte the benefits of
o reschedule thee not-critical IT
T workload
Use normalizzed scale for eacch variable (low
w: blue, medium
m: green, high: rred)

4.2 Build
ding Energyy Consump tion
Characteerization
Figure 11 shows
s
the poower consumpption of three
buildings att an urban cam
mpus over thrree days. The
daily usage patterns are easy
e
to see foor Buildings 1
and 2. As eexpected, conssumption is high during the
working hoours (9 am to 6 pm). Building 3’s
consumptioon is flat, duee to the preseence of solar
panels that offset part of tthe demand duuring the day.
The visualizzations allow administratorrs to compare
usage patteerns between buildings andd validate the
impact of solar panels under diffeerent weather
conditions ((e.g., sunny, cloudy, etc).

Figure 11: Building 3 has flat energy connsumption (Solaar)
ws one day’s coonsumption, 6/66-6/8)
(Each ring show
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5.. EVALUA
ATION
V) and comparre it with threee well-known visualizationss
To evaluatee the effectiveeness of Radiaal Pixel Visuallization (RPV
(Multiple Line
L
Charts, H
HorizonGraphhs [4], and R
RecursivePatterrn [9]) as illuustrated in Fiigure 12, we conducted ann
informal usser study with 11 domain exxperts from foour different ccyber physical system areas: IT Servicess, Data Centerr,
rn use Cartesiian coordinates.
Campus Buuilding, and Reesearch Labs. Both HorizonnGraphs and RecursivePatte
R
Figure 112 illustrates aan IT service performance analysis. The data set conssists of five diifferent variabbles (Memory,
I/O Operatiion, %Utilizattion, #Users, and #Transacctions) recorded over eightt days in 5-m
minute intervalls. In order too
compare fouur different techniques, eachh one is givenn exactly the saame physical sspace.

Figure
e 12: Evaluation
n of Multiple Linne Charts, HorizonGraphs, ReecursivePattern (Cartesian Layoout)

and Radiall Pixel Visualizaations (RPV) with an analysis rring highlightinng peaks.
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The user study led to the following observations:
The strengths of Radial Pixel Visualization (RPV):
1. The integration of pixel cells and periodic pattern discovery: Using pixel cell-based RPV, users are able to
visualize large data streams with drilldown capability. RPV is able to show a continuous data stream (from
comparing evening to next morning) without any split as illustrated in Figure 12’s I/O operation (8 pm to next
day 3 am) showing a clear advantage compared to HorizonGraphs and RecursivePattern.
2.

Multivariate information encoding: This only exists in RPV. The results of an automatic correlation or peak
point detection analysis of multiple time series are encoded in the analysis ring for helping users to quickly
identify problems in real-time. Two significant peak point areas are highlighted by the brightness of the analysis
ring around 3 pm to 6 pm and 9 pm to 12 pm as shown in Figure 12, on the %Utilization, #Users, and
#Transactions RPVs. These three RPVs are highly correlated such as when the number of users and transactions
increase, the corresponding %utilization increases accordingly.

3.

Locality: The following are three use cases to validate the importance of visualizing locality:
a)

In Figure 1, the spatial layout of a RPV can be used to detect the root cause of alarms in a data center. For
example, if the sensor temperature alarms (e.g., near RPV F7) are all from the same aisle of the data center,
the floor vent tiles in that aisle may require adjustment.

b) In Figure 11, three building RPVs are placed on a geographical map based on their longitude and latitude to
compare energy consumption between buildings as illustrated in Section 4.2.
c)

In Figure 12, three highly correlated RPVs with attributes %Utilization, #Users, and #Transaction are placed
together to form a cluster for quick identification.

The Weaknesses of Radial Pixel Visualization (RPV):
1. Variable sized pixel cells: The inner rings have smaller pixel cells than the pixel cells in the outer rings. To
overcome this difficulty, we need to place the least important variables in the inner rings, e.g., the temperature
sensor least likely to violate the threshold (usually T1 in Figure 1).
2.

Variable sized data rings: RPV has variable size data rings because of its variable size pixel cells. In Cartesian
coordinates, all the data segments have an equal size which could make the pattern comparisons easier than
RPV. However, all three radial visualizations (HorizonGraphs, RecursivePattern, and RPV) show similar
patterns and anomalies in attributes (%Utilization, #Users, and #Transaction) in Figure 12. Using different
colors, RecursivePattern, and RPV visualizations are much easier to find patterns than HorizonGraph.

Of 11 domain experts, 6 preferred RPVs, 3 preferred RecursivePattern and 2 preferred HorizonGraphs. To our surprise,
none of the experts preferred the multiple line charts which were most likely due to the high degree of overplotting.
From the user study results, we have learned that a user’s preference is highly dependent on the application requirements
and the user’s personal experience. Both Cartesian coordinate visualizations (HorizonGraphs and RecursionPatterns) and
RPV are able to provide an overview of the relationships among multiple data streams. Furthermore, RPV is able to
visualize the entire CPS system with locality and the results of an automated analysis.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented RPV (Radial Pixel Visualization), a new approach for CPS (Cyber Physical System)
visualization with comprehensive features for visualizing large amounts of multi-attribute data. RPV combines pixel
cell-based radial visualization with efficient and effective knowledge discovery techniques. We have applied the RPV
idea to real data sets from data centers and smart buildings. The resulting Radial Pixel Visualizations provide
significantly more information than radial visualizations without using pixel cells. In the future, we will explore the
potential of embedding RPV into building or site-level energy management dashboards. Furthermore, we will apply
RPV to audience sense applications which are important in analyzing customer shopping behavior.
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